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Chinese paper is very noble, and these Chinese paper crafts prove it. They will serve you to decorate your house and every party you design. Flowers of this style are very common for making Los Muertos Day decorations in Mexico, as the Term Chinese is Mexican. However, this role is all over the
world. Here we will show you a few ideas to know how you can use them and what are the most common shapes and styles that are made of this material. Without further advers it, let's start creating. Chinese party paper craft paper flowers are the most common Chinese paper crafts out there. They are a
tradition within the decoration of Los Muertos Day in Mexico and even the houses themselves. These kinds of flowers are even worn by women made of fabrics on their dresses. To make them a beautiful secret is to make each layer of flower of different colors. And always make them big. Create large,
overflowing flowers that can decorate from 10 meters to those who see them. And in fact, in Mexican culture, it's a tradition: that they're big flowers. These flowers are ideal for any type of party, from weddings to children's parties. You can also use them to decorate your home. Here's an example of how to
perfectly decorate the entrance frame to a party and do it in bulk. And as you can see, the flowers are very colorful. This picture is the best example of the fact that if you are going to make crafts with colored paper, especially Chinese paper, you should use muuchos of mixed color. Dare to see how you
change the energy of the party. The funniest part about working with this role is that you don't have to mold too much to achieve a beautiful surface. Simply cut the circles with wavy edges and place them on top of each other to achieve something beautiful. Holding them together is also very easy when we
make cuts on this type of paper, so if you're not so skilled at crafts, they're for you. Crafts with sheets of Chinese paper for the house As we told you about the advantages of Chinese paper, and it is that you can shape it in any way. Here we have an amazing fan that will help you decorate the kitchen of
your house or at least the roof. It's even perfect for gardens. However, if you put it in the garden, you need to do it under some roof, so the rain will not hurt. Chinese paper is in a great variety of colors, so it's an amazing choice when we rely on the color factor that we add to the décor. You can hold it with
any type of yarn, because this paper is too light. That's why light is also an amazing option to decorate party ceilings, so you're not in danger that if you fall it will hurt someone. then we have these Chinese paper crafts that are expert level. Each flower is a kind of flower armed, as they look in their natural
form, but with paper. This is almost the work of a professional craftsman. This crown of Chinese paper flowers is beautiful to decorate what you want, from Christmas to your home, because it is. She'll never walk and she won't last what you take care of her. If you want to make these crafts right now, we
recommend that you take them with your family, or also, why not make them yourself as a form of distraction and relaxation. Hello, I am Genesis and I always liked to do things for myself, therefore I learned a lot about crafts at home, easily. I am a teacher and I also teach crafts for initial children. I provide
you with tutorials on crafts for Mother's Day, Father's Day and other festivities. Have a nice day! Privacy and Cookies Policy Gerardo Vilchez March 5, 2019 Frames with paper flowers are considered a trend for parties, these frames are usually great to go through the event to make photos of memory with
mobile devices, due to their massive use, is that there are many suggestions, it is ideal to customize them so that the photo has much more meaning as a souvenir, these frames can be made home easily , elements such as cardboard or wood, is needed, it must be light, because it is loaded with the
same members of the photo. When creating these frames with paper flowers, you need to know the type of event that has been decorated, there are ideas for all kinds of events, paper flowers are a wonderful design, but you can create additional characters, such as animals or characters that are based
on the theme chosen for birthdays, paper flowers are very easy to do, below are some steps to make them and frame patterns with really original paper flowers for different events and different styles. Paper flowers for wedding photo frames At weddings this type of objects must have delicate, beautiful

and, of course, elegant references, there are designs for all kinds of decorative styles, for example, for something rustic, it is ideal to hang on the tree golden frame, it can be cardboard, the arrangement of florar with paper gives it a great structure, using red roses and pink is a good idea to contrast, the
example is appreciated in the following picture. There are many types of paper with which great textures are achieved, crepe paper and Chinese paper are used for crafts, however, this type of flowers are made with any type of paper, only a few scissor cuts and adhesives are needed, steps to make
paper flowers begin with the selection of paper, paper It is great for making standard flowers, however, there are ideas for creating giant paper flowers. Frames with small paper flowers Frames with small paper flowers are made very simple, you just need to choose a good frame, there are some very
economical plastics and wood, although you can also make cardboard, flowers are made by folding the sheet in half its corners, immediately make another double in the missing corners , you should have a quarter of the sheet in the form of a triangle, draw a semicircle that retains the tip , this is done by
three different sheets. The remaining tip cuts it a little, opens the pieces, and in the center there is a kind of umbrella with a small hole, the edges of the petals are a little cut and connect like a puzzle, strengthens with glue, it is an easy way to reach the flower in 3D and insert it into the frame, which can be
a memory or photo frame of the event memory. For a giant flower that goes in large frames, it is necessary to circle on the spread of the chosen paper using a circular cap, the size of the circle is the size of the flower, make at least 6 circles and cut them, bend in the same way as the previous example and
make a circle in the center and evenly cut even and odd petals, so that they then merge , great for making frames with paper flowers. The following link shows other designs of frames and flowers of different colors and sizes, all to achieve a beautiful decorative atmosphere for the party in question, come
to tutorials and schemes that are on the net, they manage to make everything from roses to jacarandas, without a doubt these kinds of pieces are great to decorate, not only the party, but also inside the home. Hello! I'm Gerardo, and I've been at home lately looking for things to do. I will share some crafts
to do at home, so you will also learn step by step easy and beautiful crafts, especially you will learn how to do manual work. Do not forget to follow the instructions I will give you in the articles. If you like my work, be sure to share how it helps me move on. Embrace! Privacy and Cookies Policies Different
color sheets craft is almost endless. But why are they so popular with big boys? Because they are economical and easy to implement. This is because of paper, friendly, affordable and easy to use material. Do you have colored leaves at home and do not know what to do with them? Well, in this note you
will find 10 ideas on how to make the most of it. For example, colored leaves are suitable for making crafts with children, birthday cards, decorations and original gifts. Which one would you like to start with? Creates With your own hands, these craft courses can interest you Crafts with colored leaves 1.
Crafts with easy and nicely colored leaves 2. Crafts with colored leaves to decorate 3. Crafts with colored leaves give away 4. Crafts with colored leaves for children 1. Crafts with easily colored leaves and beautiful lightly colored butterflies Did you know that there are 24,000 species of butterflies? If
butterflies have always seemed fascinating to you, why not make some with colored leaves? They are really easy to make and put together one will not take five minutes. To do this, you will need to cut squares by 10 x 10 cm. Although you can also try larger squares. Materials: - Colored Sheets - Channel
Scissors: INNOVA Crafts I continue to learn from home, learn how to get premium membership simple and nice paper rose headdress If you want to make a self portrait and are looking for creative tools to use, why not make a crown of paper roses? To make this craft with colored leaves, you will need a
plastic headdress. But if you do not have it, you can use it as a wire base or a clothes hanger that you no longer wear (do not forget to shape it as a crown). Once you have 7 roses of the same or multicolored color ready, put them in a plastic or wire base. Materials: — Colored sheets — headdress or wire
- Scissors - Rubber or adhesive pencil - Silicone channel: Mirelle ek 2. Crafts with colored leaves to decorate modular flower with colored papers Flowers have the power to beautify any place or corner. This craft suggests that you create a modular flower consisting of five parts. Before you start with
colored papers, it is recommended to make a test flower with ordinary paper. So you practice the steps and define how much you will do and what part of your house they will decorate. You can make them the same color or with petals of different colors, as shown in the video. Materials: - Colored leaves Channel Scissors: PapiroCrazy Rosetones with colored leaves Is birthday the smallest or smallest in the house approaching? These paper rosettes with Micky Mouse details are the ones you need to decorate the walls of your home and celebrate your day. In fact, these rosettes are perfect for decorating
birthdays for a big boy or baby. You can make them of different sizes, colors and motifs. Materials: — Colored paper – Scissors – Pencil – Silicone channel: Gustavo GG 3. Crafts with colored sheets give away gift craft: card for the day of the parent or birthday Gift something with your own hands has
added value. Do you know what to give dad, uncle or grandfather? This card in the form of a suit and tie is elegant and creative. You can give it on the occasion of Father's Day, such as a birthday card or a card. The best part is that you can include a message on your shirt and it contains real buttons.
Materials: - Colored sheets - Scissors - Silicone (or eraser) - Marker - 3 channel buttons: JR LOVE CRAFT Hands out a pop-up flower card This pop-up card is ideal if you are looking to surprise your mother (on Mother's Day) or someone who changes birthdays. And if this person likes flowers, much
better, because when you open the card, a lot of colorful flowers appear. To achieve the effect of 3D flowers, you need to shorten 7 squares by 10 x 10 cm. Materials: — Colored paper — Scissors — Pencil - Eraser or glue in the mřice channel: Craftology Card hexaflexagon: craft to give your girlfriend or
friend Hexaflexagon is a flat polygon-shaped object created through the folds of a sheet of paper. It is ideal for making a card with different messages, because of its correct bending, allows you to show multiple faces of only two, which initially have a polygon. Who would you give a card like that to?
Thinking about it, we tell you that in order to make this card, you need to cut a strip of paper by 22 cm x 3.5 cm; and with the help of a pencil and ruler make small marks every four centimeters at the bottom of the strip. Make additional markers on the top of the paper, but this time every two centimeters.
Thus, you create 10 triangles. Materials: — Colored paper — Sitckers dress up — Scissors — Pencil — Eraser or glue on a stick – Canal Rule: Biscuits in the sky Bouquet of paper tulips, a gift to surprise your favorite person Among many crafts with colored leaves, we find a bouquet of tulips. Yes,
believe it. Donating this craft is perfect for any occasion: Mother's Day, Birthdays, Achievements, etc. To make tulips, you will need to cut a few squares by 15 cm x 15 cm. To make a bouquet of 6 tulips, you will need to cut 6 squares of colors you want, and 6 squares of green to make leaves and stems.
Materials: — Colored sheets — Scissors — Canal sticks: Play 4 Crafts. Crafts with colored sheets for children Pop-Up cards to make with children In the world of crafts, the term Pop-Up includes pictures, cards, lapels or books that can appear or unfold. If there are children in your house, it is a craft in
which you will learn how to make pop-up cards fun and simple. But not only that, they will also approach geometry through a parallel and triangle, two basic pop-up techniques. Materials: — Colour sheets or cardboard — Scissors — Ruler — Pencil — Channel color markers: Mister Paper Paper for
toddlers This colorful craft is ideal for making and playing with young children. The base of this paper snail will be a square of 15 cm x 15 cm. To achieve the motion effect, it is necessary to make several cuts on paper using a cutter. This part will be delegated to an adult for obvious reasons. Now we
propose the following: make two or more paper worms and arrange the plant. The kids are going to have fun. Materials: — Colored sheets — Two wands — Pencil — Ruler — Rubber or adhesive pencil — Channel cutter: What other ideas can you make for using colored sheets? You could also make
books separators, gift bags, or origami figures. Did you know that origami cranes symbolize happiness, loyalty and honor? Until the next article. Article.
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